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Congratulations Flyers!- - --

For A Successful Season
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“Xmas Jackpot”
@ By E. Eucene LEDGER

A delightful Christmas story that will put
the reader in the spirit of the season. For
additional enjoyment read it again on

Christmas Eve.

Moers WILLIAMS always whistled when he
was afraid. He didn’t know why, but—well,

he had done it ever since he was a kid. Whenever he

walked through a dark alley, or had to go down into
the cellar for his mother, he whistled; it just came

natural to him. People came to say that he whistled

himself out of tight spots and it seemed to be true.
Why, didn’t he have to stuff a handkerchief in his
mouth to keep from whistling before his turn to speak
in the school debate? And the night he asked Sally to
be his own hadn’t he whistled the whole six blocks

from his house to hers? And what about that time
when the nurse at the hospital almost put him out of

the building for whistling in the hallways—father or

no father!

So on this morning with a new problem facing him
he just naturally whistled. And it was a problem for
him—asking another man for a financial favor—for
he did have a certain pride. Over and over he rehearsed
the coming scene; with shoulders back, and firm, steady

voice he would say: “Mr. Brown, I think I deserve a

raise.” He thought he did—honestly. Sally thought so
too and had urged him to ask for it.
They just couldn’t get along on eighteen dollars a

week with little Martin, Jr., needing special food and
with rent to pay and clothes bills for all of them. And
then last month Mary had arrived making the trio a

‘quartet but with more bills to meet. He simply had

Mr. Brown’s limousine was parked outside the
office and Martin gave it more than a glance of recognition. Somewhat stiffly he strode into the building,
then towards the elevator. The colored attendant
greeted him with his mechanical, “Mawnin’, Mistah
Williams.” Martin interrupted his sibilations to return
an equally mechanical, “Morning, Snow,” then continued his nervous tune in the elevator until the lady
in back of him jabbed him in his mid-section with
her umbrella; “ferociously” he thought. He found himself in the elevator for three complete rides from basement to roof and only then mustered enough courage
to step out. He proceeded at once through the outer
office to the door marked, “Private.” One rap, a sharp
answer, and he entered.

“Mr. Brown—uh—good morning, Mr. Brown.”

“Good morning, Martin. You’re four minutes late.”
“Well, you see sir—uh—I had to walk to work this
morning.”
“No busses running?”
“Yes, sir, but I—uh—er—didn’t have the price.”
“Oh, you’ve blown in your last week’s pay already,
eh? Well, what can I do for you? Make it short; we’re

all plenty busy down here at this hour you know.”
Martin

threw back his shoulders,

smothered

a

whistle that was on its way out and began, “Mr. Brown,
my wife—I mean—I—ah—well, can—can I—can I have
a raise?”

to have a raise, but he had to ask for it, and so—he

whistled.

“What’s that?” thundered Brown.
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Martin’s shoulders sagged a trifle but he was de-

“Aw, heck, I’d rather have that big red fire-engine;

termined to see it through. “I think I deservea raise.”
(That was what he intended to say in the first place.

the one in the window at Stacey’s. Gee, I hope Santa
Claus brings it to me.”

It sounded better, too.) “I’ve been here more than a

year,” he continued, “working for eighteen dollars a
week. Well, that’s fair enough but now—now, since

Mary was born we just can’t get along—doctor bills,
and clothes and all that—it makes it too hard.” Martin’s voice wasa little panicky as he continued, “I think
I deserve a raise. You promised when I took the job
that you would give me one in six months. I’ve waited
fourteen. How about it, Mr. Brown?”

The employer’s face clouded; then with bushy eyebrows contracted he tightened his thin lips to a
straight line, and spoke firmly and quietly. “It can’t
be done! Impossible! There’s hardly enough business
to keep you, much less raise your salary. I can’t afford
it. I’m sorry. Good morning!” and he turned abruptly
to some papers on his desk.
Martin was hurt and he showed it. As he walked
home that evening he thought deeply. What was he
to tell Sally? She had planned so much on getting

“I’m sure he will, Billy,” assured Mrs. Brown.

On Christmas eve it was customary in the Brown
family for the mother to read the story of Bethlehem
aloud, and father and children gathered round to hear
it from her lips. Mr. Brown listened attentively but
more from a sense of duty than from genuine interest.
He felt that he should set the example for his children.
After some time Mrs. Brown interrupted the reading. “Now, children,” she said, “I think it’s time you

were off to bed. Santa will be here pretty soon with
all your presents and you have to be asleep, you know.”
“Yes, mama,” they chorused happily.
When each had received a hearty good-night kiss
from their loving parents, the little brood scampered
off with visions of dolls and cars and candy and cookies
dancing in their heads.
Mr. Brown was evidently restless, however.

The

thought that possibly Martin Williams’ baby would

some things for the kiddies.

suffer because of a lack of money was evidently dis-

But without a cent in the bank and with only
enough to scrape through on there wasn’t much

turbing him. He was only reassured when he reflected
upon the conditions in his own family. But that was
followed in its turn by another period of even greater
inquietude, for in the light of the story of Bethlehem

chance. “The old miser! No business! Hooey! I’d like
to wring—oh, well, he’s the boss. If it weren’t for him

I suppose I wouldn’t havea job at all. But there must
be some way out. The kids and Sally just have to have
a Christmas.” He walked on slowly. Then suddenly his
eyes caught sight of the significant trio of golden
apples—the pawn shop!

the appeal of his employee seemed not only natural
but totally justified. His harsher nature rebelled against
it after some time, and impatient at what he judged

“That’s it! I can sell all my extra clothes and my
watch and everything I don’t need. Oh, boy!” He
broke into a run but slowed down to a brisk walk after
he had stiff-armed three Santa Clauses and nearly
felled an old lady with an armful of packages. As he
approached his house he slowed down more for it
occurred to him that Sally might not take to his plan.
Automatically his lips puckered, but before a note
could find its way out he had the answer.

A quiet, cloudless sky with a million twinkling eyes
looked down upon the cluster of huts that was Bethlehem. At the outskirts of the town a dark hole near the
base of the cliff indicated the entrance to a stable—a
shepherd’s stable fit only for emergency use. An icy
wind blew heartlessly. Inside on a damp floor strewn
with hay sat a woman holding a Babe wrapped in a
blue mantle. Beside her stood a man, gazing at the
Child as though enraptured. The Infant shivered in

“IT won't tell her,” he snapped in a whisper. But,
gee, when she finds out—.”

the cold night air and at every move a tremor as of
pain seemed to shoot through the woman’s weak

*

*

“And the shepherds and wise men came from afar
to adore the New Born Child and the three wise men
offered Him their greatest gifts.”
“Oh, boy! What did they give Him, mom?” It was
Jimmy, the youngest off-spring of the Browns who

broke in.
“Why, they gave Him gold and incense and per-

fume,” his mother explained.
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to be nothing but misguided sentimentality he mounted to his room and was soon asleep.
*

*x

x

frame. She turned to the man with a glance whose
meaning was unmistakable. He arose and drawing his

cloak tightly about him, made for the entrance and disappeared into the night.
She waited; alone; the Child in her arms. It was

bitter cold and every breath seemed to intensify the
discomforture of both. The man would soon be back

it appeared, and with a little more clothing the Child
would suffer less.
(Continued on page sixteen)

The Beautiful Nurse
@ By Francis GRisEz

This story has a Christmas touch despite

“Guess what,” she breathed, “Mrs. Stevens was re-

the title, and the adjective in the title best
describes the story. Don’t fai] to read this

leased today, and she gave me a check for Christmas.”

one.
I: WAS late afternoon of that day when snow is
greeted with joy—the twenty-fourth of December.
A winter wind had cast a shawl of snow around every
pine which graced our suburban home, and the cold
had built forests of frost on each window pane.

“A check!”
“Yes, for twenty-five dollars!”
“Swell,” we all affirmed.
After taking a little lunch she eagerly continued to
relate the happenings at the hospital.

The telephone was ringing. Mother answered it,
hung up the receiver, then smiled.

“Marie is coming home, after all. They left her off
duty.”

“You know Mrs. Gottard, the old German lady I

told you about? Well, she died this morning. She was
so. sweet . . . We all called her Grandma .. . A few
days ago I took her hands in mine—they were so cold.
And you should have seen her eyes brighten when I

We had feared that Marie, a trained nurse, would

be expected to work that Christmas, but now she was
coming home! If Phidias would ever have sculptured
a Virgin, my sister would have been its living image.
In her white uniform, or in her sweeping blue gown
with its quilted jacket of white satin, she did look like
the Virgin. Her fine features, her faultless complexion, her blond hair, slightly wavy and loosely rolled—
all made her a person of simple beauty.

sang her a little German dance tune. I guess she
thought she was a girl again. Then she smiled and
said, “You’re so good to me.’”
“But how did she die?” Mother asked.

“Just slept away—so near to Christmas, too.”
“Beautiful.”
“Td hate to grow old like that. I want to be young

The sky moved in broken clouds, and as the fields
grew darker, the house seemed to grow still warmer.
Through every room crept the luscious odors of Christmas baking. In an hour or so we saw Marie coming
down the street, her fur-trimmed coat blowing in the

forever.”
A warm-colored sunset closed that winter day. Then
we waited until midnight to get our tree, for then they
were cheapest.

wind. When she entered the house her natural makeup was more tempting than if it had been applied by

a skilled beautician.

“Tl stay up and help you decorate it,” Marie assured us.
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After quite a search my brother and I found a perfect tree. Nearly symmetrical, tall, with long needles—
just what we wanted. Then we took also a few little
trees to use. around our crib.

Venus, the Morning Star, hanging among the shattered
clouds, a jeweled broach on the throat of night.

“The Christmas Star,” Marie suggested.

As we came up the drive, the headlights flashing

At church we were thrilled by the shimmering

on the house windows, I was seized with a sudden

voices of children singing “Silent Night.” The church,
lighted only by candles, then brightened as the organ

fear. The wind had separated the clouds, and here
and there a star shone through, sparkling fiercely.
Something seemed gruesome, fantastic, unnatural. I
tushed into the house; all was calm, delightfully warm.

Marie had fallen asleep upon the couch. Soft reflections of the street lights cast a blue glimmer over her
face, and her hair, dark gold, fell loosely over the brown
mohair. A tableau; no apparent breathing, no sign
of life. She seemed to be dead—cold and lifeless as a

marble statue.

introduced the solemn services.
“And there were in the same country shepherds
abiding in the fields.”
We left, carols echoing in our ears. Outside, the

clouds had closed over the sky, blotting out the winter
stars. In clusters the snow began to fall, skyrocketing

against the windshield as we drove home, foaming
downward, filling the night with blazing meteors.

“Marie,” I whispered.
Home to an early breakfast on that dark Christmas
Her blue eyes opened, and caught the glow of the

street lamps.

morning. Marie divided among us the present she
had received the day before. She was always like that;
her greatest joy was making us happy. The illuminated tree filled the living room with metalic blue.

“Yes?”

Marie spoke her thoughts:
“Marie, you look so . .., I stammered; “are you
all right?”

“I don’t know, but something seems queer. I keep

thinking of old Mrs. Gottard. Christmas didn’t mean
“Of course. Onlya little tired; it’s so good to rest.”

much to her—so old. I always want to have fun—like
this—with you—on Christmas. I never want to be so

After I had turned on the lights the gloom receded,

old that Christmas is only another day.”

and I smiled to think of my foolish fears. Then we
built the tree into a rhapsody of blue and silver, discarded old conventions, adding the newest frills.:

*

*

*x

7%

Next spring, the first of May, the cherry trees suddenly bloomed. And as the violets smiled through the
woods, Marie closed her eyes forever. We surrounded

' As five o’clock drew near we prepared to attend the
early church services. Leaving the house, we beheld

her with lilies, and cast roses into her grave. She had
died young and beautiful.

e5—te
ONE NIGHT
The wind unfurls a canopy of stars,
And bends dark palms in adoration.
From the sky
On high

A star burns through the east,
As hills roll low in contemplation.
This orb of fire enfolds a cave with light,

And robes the hills in iridescence.
From the cave
A wave

Of rainbow light breaks forth,

Dulling the star-lit opalescence.
—FRANCIS GRISEZ.
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A Tannenbaum ‘Tale
@ By ARDENE STEPHENS

Read this bit of fantasy to find out what a
little Christmas tree thinks about when the

woodsmen come into the grove.
|

HE LITTLEST Christmas tree cautiously lifted
his head and then gazed broodingly at the
cleared, trampled space about him. New vistas and
unfamiliar emptiness gazed back as he traced the
marks of the hasty departure of his more fortunate
friends. For many days the sharp, brittle ring of axe

biting deep into wood had disturbed the habitual
quiet of the forest, and had left echo to gather up the
slivers of sound and carry them gently away. It had

and width and hugeness. His heart ached with sus-

pense as the men moved among the trees making
their swift selection.
“What about this fellow?” asked a woodsman,

not been great trees that had come crashing down

giving his top an inspecting shake which dislodged the

with a groan and a curse; rather, it had been smaller
trees that fell jerkily to one side with a soft little grunt
of pleasure or shaking with rippling laughter. This

tree stopped breathing.

was the Christmas season, and the little firs were at

snow and left the boughs bare and wet. The littlest

“Too small,” shouted his friend. “Gotta be four

the zenith of their year.

feet anyway. Maybe next year. Let’s go.”

All the trees knew what the season was. The birds
had been the first to whisper the rumor, and the night
wind had sturdily verified the news. Then had come
the snow, confirming the fact beyond any possible
doubt. Finally the coughing of trucks and the shouts
of men’s voices broke the peaceful quiet, and the Day
had come! The little firs heard the exclamations of
pleasure as the men strode into the forest, praising the
symmetry and discussing the height of a tree before
it was felled and carried carefully to the waiting
trucks.

All the breath came out of the littlest tree. He
dragged his wet boughs dejectedly and lowered his
eyes in despair. He listened as the footsteps faded in
the distance, but heard only the silence come back.

The littlest Christmas tree had held his breath in
anticipation as the men neared his area. He stretched
himself to his tallest tiptoe and strained his reach in
each direction. He scowled ferociously asa little wind
ruffled the perfect edging of snow upon his boughs.
He had scarcely dared to move all night lest a piece
fluff off.
“Go ’way,” he muttered savagely, “can’t you see I’m
not playing today?”
The wind giggled in his ear. “Ha, silly, they'll never

take you. You're the littlest tree in the wood.”

For some time he stood there, trying to swallow

the lumpy bitterness of his disappointment. He
couldn’t be philosophical—next year was too far away
to have any meaning for him. There just weren’t to
be any lights and tinsel and gay decorations, that was
all. Nothing to wait for now but a cold, gray dawn;
nothing to do but endure the taunt of the wicked,
whistling wind.
A sound interrupted his misery, and the littlest
Christmas tree lifted his head cautiously. Footsteps.
He knew the steps; they belonged to the boy at the
edge of the wood, home from college for the holidays.
The footsteps moved carefully among the new
stumps, and paused befvre the littlest tree. “Sure,

look at me now,” jeered the tree, “I’m the only thing
left standing higher than a stump.”
“This is just the right size,” said the boy.

The littlest tree scorned a reply. His eyes climbed
as far as they could up a neighboring tree and fastened

Something strange was happening to the tree. A
most peculiar feeling spread througout his branches.

tenaciously to the topmost branch. He willed length

He felt a heavy object dangle from a bough and
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straightened himself in curiosity. A strand of ruby

He added an afterthought of suet to the cranberry

beads was twined about him. Large chunks of something white and soft were placed carefully into each

necklace, stuffed his hands into his gloves and tramped

whistling toward the lights which called him home.

branch where it joined the trunk.

The littlest Christmas tree shivered. He held his
boughs out proudly in the gathering darkness. He
could hardly wait until morning. A star signalled
frantically to him through an empty space left by one
of his friends. He sighed deeply. What was it the boy

The boy spoke softly as he decorated. Alone in the
twilight he repeated snatches of poetry froma lately
learned lesson. The tree did not hear the words at
first, so happy was he, so thrilled was he at this amazing honor.

had said so softly as he worked? What had he meant,

“They also serve who only stand and wait?” The
“There,” said the boy, “in the morning you'll be
the most popular tree in the grove—with the birds,

littlest tree didn’t know, but he smiled and trembled

with delight.

at any rate.”

HILLS OF BETHLEHEM
Over the hills a Virgin came,
Bearing a Treasure.
There was no room;
Oh, shame!

Over the hills the shepherds sped,
Greeted by Angels.
A King is born,
They said.
Over the hills a star arose,

Lighting a manger,
All hidden in
The snows.
Over the hills three Wise Men rode,
Bringing rich presents
To a cave, the King’s
Abode.

—FRrancis GRrIsEz.
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The Very Best Christmas
Present
@ By Witpur Dunsky

A sketch that has the religious note of the

holiday season.
I: WAS Christmas day, Christmas morning. Oh, it
was a cold day, bitter cold, even for December.

People returning home from Holy Mass hurried over
the crunching snow, hastened to get home for a good,
hot breakfast, for the cozy comfort of mother’s kitchen,

for the welcome warmth of the sitting room.
From his neat white bed in room 310 twelve-yearold Jiramy Davis was able to look out upon this colorful Christmas pageant. Through the frosted pane he
could see the people call to each other exchanging
season’s greetings, but not a word, not one merry
syllable reached his hungry ears. Each happy call
seemed to be clutched in the grasp of the cruel cold,
thrown quickly upon the wings of the driving wind,
and carried off into oblivion.

How he longed to see the Crib! How he longed to
sing the wonderful Christmas Carols which he loved
so very much, to romp in the sparkling snow! Not a
chance—how many stitches was he carrying?
The morning wore on. The passers-by became fewer
and fewer. Jimmy slept spasmodically. Unfortunately,
every time that the lad fell into a short doze, one of

the Good Sisters or one of the devoted nurses stepped
softly into his room hoping to find him awake. They

realized, however, that he needed sleep and were
reluctant to awaken the lad.

Now.he was awake again. His back ached, his side

Little Jimmy’s heart was longing to hear the cheerful voices of some lads like himself the affectionate

troubled him, but more than that, his heart was yearn-

father, of a few dear friends. His youthful heart, full

“A Merry Christmas, Jimmy! A blessed christmas to
you!”

emotions.

Jim raised himself involuntarily and tried to say
something.

greeting of a loving mother, of an understanding
of powerful feelings, was yearning for the company of
his fellowmen to share with them these strong
We may gathera little information from the little
white card hanging at the foot of the bed.
“James Davis—Orphan
Appendicitis—December 24"

ing for somebody, for some.. .

“Here, here, you just lie down, Jim Davis. You're in

no condition to be sitting up. And how are you feeling
onthis, beautiful Christmas morning?”

“© Sister, thanks for coming. I feel .. . ’

Early Christmas morning good Sister Mary Joseph
had come to see how Jimmy was getting along after
the operation and to be the first one to greet him. She
had found him asleep. The nurse, too, had looked in
upon the lad, but he had still been sleeping. The beautiful strains of “Stille Nacht,” floating down the hallway from 304’s new Christmas radio, had roused Jim

This sudden frustration was too much for our little
patient. He buried his curly blond head in the soft,

A nurse hurried into the room.
“Sister, you're needed in 324. Hurry!”
“Goodbye, Jim. I'll be back.”

from his slumber. He had lain quietly in his warm

white pillows and sobbed as though his heart were

bed letting the spirit of peace and calm, the spirit of

breaking. Sleep brought relief.

joy with the new-born Savior, the spirit of Merry

“Come on, Jim. Dinner!”

Christmas steal into his very soul. And then... silence
. .. Someone had closed the door. His whole being had
called out in protest, but to no avail. Nevertheless, that

Christmas spirit was with him now, and he longed to
increase it, to let it flow out upon others, to relieve

the strain of pent-up feelings.

Yes, there it stood, Jim’s Christmas dinner. A bowl
of broth and a glass of milk. Where was the chicken,
the cranberry sauce, the mince pie, the golden sweetpotatoes, the ice-cream and cake? Not for 310—
appendicitis!
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Jim could hear the dishes clattering down along the
corridor long after he had looked into his glass for the
third time to make sure that there was not perhaps

another mouthful. Poor lad.
Soon the visitors began to arrive. Merrily down the
corridor they hurried, right by Jim’s door, hurried to

make some heart happy with large packages
of good
cheer and the merry ring of their cheerful voices.

There were at least ten people who came to see 309.
Jim could catch snatches of the conversation.
“You'll be home soon, Dick, and then you,can make

use of these new skates. The pond is well-frozen.”

“Yes, but right now I think that Dick,is more interested in this box of cherries. Aren’t you, son?”
“You bet I am mother!”

From 311 Jim could hear the crumpling of paper

and the loud exclamations of joy and surprise as ,one

present after another was unravelled from a maze of
ribbons, strings, boxes, and wrappings.

“Oh, thank you, daddy. And you, too, Aunt Emm.
Isn’t it cute? Just the thing I wanted!”

There had beenagreat stir in 308, also, and Jimmy
could feel the very wall vibrating behind him, when

the stentorian voice of Uncle John arrived to greet his

only nephew down with a very bad cold.

j

Every now and then the radio in 304 brought faint

“A Merry Christmas, Jimmy. A merrier Christmas
than you’ve had for manyayear!Alittle late, I know,

but I mean it all the same.”
“Gee, Father, I sure do wish you the same and much

more even. You're really the first one to stay with me
today for more than a minute. I want to tell you so

much. I want you to stay with me.”
“Surely I'll stay with you as long as I can. You see,
I have many more boys like yourself to call on yet. You
must be feeling pretty blue, poor fellow, alone in this
room all day long. But let’s just talk, Jim, just let our
hearts speak.”
Twenty minutes or so sped by quickly, happily. Jim
had a chance to let loose his tense feelings and to
listen to cheerful, consoling, encouraging words. He
felt somewhat better now.
Father Dan rose to go.
“Already, Father?” Tears filled Jim’s big, blue eyes.
“Must you go?”

“Yes, Jim, there are other boys, others like yourself
who need me.”
“Then go, Father. I know how much they do need
you.
”»

“Before I go, though, I'll give you my blessing. Let’s
hope that everything turns out all right, Jimmy.”
Father Dan raised his right arm. “Benedictio Dei

tunes of sprightly carols to Jim’s burning ears, but

omnipotentis ...”

lad’s only source of joy, his only source of Christmas
cheer. So close, and yet so far, far away!

At that very moment Jim became conscious of Something, of Somebody. He felt a sweet, consoling Presence in the atmosphere of the room and within his
very breast. He sank back upon his pillows refreshed.

always there was some new arrival for 309, some new
revelation in 311, some fresh outburst from Uncle
John, or some other disturbance to drown out the

The afternoon passed slowly for Jimmy, for not even
sleep came to assuage the poor lad’s pain and anguish.

“Goodbye, Jim.”
“Godbye, Father Dan,” replied Jim cheerfully even,

“Little Jesus,” Jim uttered wearily, “have you

for he felt and he knew that Somebody had come to

A heavy step was heard on the linoleum outside. A

could share his feelings; Somebody who would under-

nothing at all for me today?”

manly stride it was, and straight toward 310 it seemed

to be making it way.

Before Jim had time to think or to move, a dark
figure stepped into the room.
“Father Dan!” exclaimed Jim.
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take Father Dan’s place; Somebody with whom he
stand; Somebody who would stay with him for the
rest of the day; Somebody who would listen to him
and who in turn would speak kindly to him; Somebody
who was able to make this Christmas truly a Merry
Christmas. Indeed, Jim had received the best Visitor.
He had received the very best Christmas Present.

Christmas in A Shell Hole
@ By Franx J. Hucues
Scene:

Somewhere

in

No

Man’s_

Land,

Time: Christmas 1917. A shell-hole is a
queer place to spend Christmas. Read this
and see what happens there.

he was “dead to the world;” then fate intervened and

“Man! We must be out of our senses standin’ ’ere
gabbin’ like old wimmen when this ’ere led is in need
of attention,” remonstrated Henry as he quickly
“sized-up” the situation. Quickly the two soldiers
bound up his wounds. Here was a stroke of good
fortune! Three machine-gun bullets had clearly penetrated the young Frenchman’s chest and not touched
a vital spot. Clean wounds such as the two English-

two British soldiers, badly lost from their main de-

men witnessed were indeeda rare thing.

As THE machine guns spat out their malicious
greeting in vicious staccato, a lone French
soldier fell in dreary, crater-scarred No Man’s Land.
Just before lapsing into unconsciousness youthful
Rene Desnoyers had enough presence of mind to
crawl into a shell hole. For over twenty-eight hours
tachment, stumbled upon his place of concealment.
“Ello! What in blazes ’ave we ’ere?”

“Why Alf, it looks t’me like this ’ere bloke is about
done for,” answered Henry Jenkins. “Man! You can
see that he’s lost a lot of blood.”

“Led, the Almighty sure kept ’Is eye on you. Hi’ve
not seen a cleaner job done by the chief surgeon at
the base hospital. You’ve plenty to be thankful for
this Christmas dye. There’s nothing wrong with you
now that a couple of dye’s rations won’t fix up. That
reminds me. Both Alf and me ’ave two dye’s supply
of food with us; so we can begin eatin’ right now.”

“Hi sye, "Enry. We’d best duck into this bloomin’

‘ole or the next shell will do for us,” wisely suggested
Alf as a shell exploded nearby, covering them with

“Sye,” broke in Alf, “tell ’im the best part—you’ve
forgotten’ it.”

flying clots of mud.
“Wot do you suppose made this chappie wander

so far from the line? He’s just about stumbled into
the German trenches. Must be lost,” concluded Henry
to himself.
“Ave a care led,” cautioned Alf as Rene weakly
raised himself up on his elbows. Twice he looked
around and as if apparently satisfied with what he saw,
a feeble smile flickered for an instant on his deathly
pale face.
Finding that neither man spoke French, Lieut.
Desnoyers began to speak in English. “First, the date—
it is what?”
“December twenty-fifth, Frenchy. Todye is December the twenty-fifth, Why ’pon my soul it’s
Christmas! Do you hear? Christmas! And here we are

“Right ye be led,” quoth the right honorable Henry
Jenkins with a sly wink. “Well Frenchy, see these ’ere
bloomin canteens? Well know wot? They’re filled full
of grog. If Hi don’t miss me guess a spot or two of
‘ole English ale will make a new man of you.”
“Merci! Merci!” replied the Frenchman with new
enthusiasm.
When the food and drink had been shared around,

each member of this strange trio jovially counted the
others his bosom buddies. Yes, that was already an
established fact. Friendships cemented in times of
great peril outlive all the petty grievances the world
can devise. Each spoke of his home land—Henry of
his wife and son; Alf of his girl, Ginny, who lived
in Southmarket Place; Rene of his joyous childhood
in sunny France and his plans for the future.

like three bloomin’ birds in a stew. Hi sye now,

Well did Rene remember the sentiments voiced by

wonder how the missus and my boy Robert are?
Robert is eight now. Wanted to come along and win

the two tommies after that meal—their last together.

this blasted war single-handed. Brave led that.”

madness that is war—they wished nothing more than
home and peace. At least the latter desire of the two
Englishmen was soon to be fulfilled. Of a sudden an

“T’m sure he is a piece of wood off the old blockhead. How do you say it?” stammered Rene as he
saw Alf suppress a chuckle at his expense.

Both Alf and Henry were deathly sick of the inhuman

indescribable wailing could be heard above the clatter
(Continued on page seventeen)
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Christmas 1940
Nineteen Hundred and Forty years ago occured
an event that changed the way of life of the peoples

of the earth. On that first Christmas day Christ came
into the world to redeem man from his barbarity and

to show him how to live his life with decency and in
peace. He founded a Church to assist Him in his
great work of redemption. That is the true significance

of Christmas, and that is the significance which, in our

modern rush to nowhere, we have almost entirely lost
sight of.

could hear the music of Beethoven, Wagner and
Tschaikowsky, over the din of the drumfire from
bursting bombs? How much nicer it would be to read

the works of Browning, Scott, and Dickens in the
newspapers on Christmas morning rather than the
official communique from some general headquarters

reporting human misery and suffering in the usual

“sugar-coated” terms? But no, we must continue to
ignore Christ and His Church because of our stupid
ignorance and blindness. This is why humanity suffers
and this is why the cry of “Peace on Earth, to men of

good will” echoes and re-echoes throughout the world
on this Christmas morning.

Before His time the law of “an eye for an eye”

governed men’s relationships with each other; brotherly love was unknown and human dignity was on a

plane barely higher than that of animals. Yet, within

a comparatively short time, His Commandments and
His way of life, as taught by the Church that He founded, spread over the whole world. Man was now really
free for the first time to make great advances in culture and thus make the world a more civilized place in

which to live. For Nineteen Hundred and Forty years

His civilization has existed and, although history
records others, none has existed so long nor has been

so successful. Other civilizations, like those of the
Aztecs, Egyptians, and Malyans, existed for some time

e5—te

The Army Air Corps
Wants You!
For the second time since the school year began,
the “Exponent” has received a communication from
the Army pointing out the advantages of enlisting with
them as a Flying Cadet.

The policy of this magazine is that of continual sup-

two reasons: multiple gods and human sacrifice. Christ
and His Church have shown the world the existence

port of the National Defense Program. Therefore, we
heartily endorse the request of Brigadier General C. A.
Trott, Commanding General of the Fifth Corps Area,
that male college students investigate the Army’s Fly-

Himself in sacrifice on thousands of altars each day.

Christmas holidays.

but eventually failed. Their failure was due mainly to

of one God and Christ, Himself, the God-man offers

ing Cadet Scholarships while they are home for the

Today, as another Christmas approaches, the world
has drifted away from the true concepts of Christianity. No longer do a great number of people worship
one God but now they worship a dictator or a president, a nation or a party. No longer does man think it

General Trott, speaking at his headquarters at Fort
Hayes, Columbus, said that students who have completed one-half the work leading to a college degree
are eligible for the scholarship without educational
examination. There is no restriction on the types of
courses in which the student has been enrolled, the
General added. Further details can be had at any
Army Recruiting Station.

out all over Europe and Asia? Wouldn’t it be a far
better world if, on this Christmas day, we all could
conscientiously say: “Peace on Earth, to men of good

Army Flying Cadet Scholarships lead to Second
Lieutenants’ commissions in the Air Corps Reserve
with active duty salaries of $205 monthly, plus free
living quarters. This is something for the student to

necessary only for Christ to sacrifice Himself each day,
but man must now make himself a god and sacrifice
his fellowmen each day to the gods of war. Is it any
wonder that the “Lights” of civilization have gone

will?” Wouldn’t it be a more civilized world if we
Page twelve

consider when we realize that the majority of college
graduates work a long time before they ever earn this
amount of money monthly.

Next to the Navy, our Army Air Corps stands as our
“First Line of Defense.” If our Navy should fail in

battle, then our Air Corps is the only weapon that

BARB
Commercial
Patriotism

could keep an invader away from our coast lines. But

to prevent the landing of a hostile army, the Air
Corps, without the support of a Navy, would require
at least twenty-five thousand planes, with fifty thousand a more desirable number. That is our present

goal, and that is why the Army needs “physically fit,
unmarried American citizens, at least twenty years old

and not yet twenty-seven” to man our defenses in the
skies. Will you be one of them?

One of the phenomena of American life is the
periodic surge of patriotism. With the approach of

every war in our history, flag waving, the playing of

patriotic music, and the shouting of slogans, have

showna terrific upswing on the graphs of Professor
Wiggensberg, head of the department to study flag
waving at Swingaroo U.
Although the form of waving flags has not changed
since the good ladies of Philadelphia sacrificed their
red petticoats to make the first “stars and stripes,” the
songs and slogans have. Grandpa shouldered his

musket and went off to the Civil War singing “Marching Through Georgia” and shouting “Union Forever.”
Father fought the Spanish-American War to the tune

Tentative Constitution of
the Student Council
After lying dormant for over two years, the idea of a
Student Council at U. D. has been revived. The last
time that this idea appeared on the campus, the then
editor-in-chief of the “Exponent,” Mr. Jim Martin,
opposed it on these pages. His opposition was greatly
responsible for the fact that we haven’t a Council
today.
Because it is necessary, because it will accomplish

great things for the Student Body, we heartily endorse
the idea of
gratulations
draw upa
sure of our

a Student Council and extend our conto all those who have worked so hard to
constitution for it. The Council can be
support in all its activities and we urge

the students to work hard for its success.

of “Keep the Home Fires Burning” and on the way up

San Juan Hill he did not fail to shout “Remember the
Maine” at least a dozen times. Who could ever forget
seeing brother come home singing “Over There” and

telling how he went “over the top” in the Argonne
Forest with the words “On to Berlin” on his lips? Now,
before the next war in our history, we have “God

Bless America” in song and slogan. Turn on the radio
and it’s “God Bless America” on every station. Look
behind the bottled goods in any tavern and one sees it

on a banner. Millions of people, who deny the existence
of God, say it. Millions more learn the words to the
song but would not take five minutes of their time to
learn the “Star-Spangled Banner.” How many more
millions believe that America includes only the U. S.?
Naturally, these facts do not trouble the promoters and
manufacturers of the song sheets and “God Bless
America” banners.

Patriotism is being “sold down the river” for a
pittance. Flag manufacturers report a 250% increase

All in all, the tentative constitution, as now drawn

up, meets with our approval with the exception of a
few minor points of interpretation that will, no doubt,
be amended before the Constitution is finally adopted
and approved.

Of the many admirable points contained in the
tentative constitution none meets with our approval

more than the provision for a common treasury for all
classes and organizations. This will make it possible to
have bigger and better dances, plays, Homecoming
Celebrations, etc., because it will be to the advantage
of the students that the affair be a financial success.

in sales and the stockholders rub their hands in anticipation of the coming dividends, but not a thought do
they give to the purpose for which their product is
sometimes being used. Innumerable times we see
“Old Glory” used to decorate an automobile, or entwined in the spokes of a bicycle wheel, or, as a final

desecration, used as some form of woman’s wearing

apparel.
To those of us who have always waved the flag of
our country in our hearts, and who have always urged
its correct usage, this present surge of commercialized
patriotism is disgusting to say the least.

We eagerly await the formation and organization of

the Student Council.
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WOMEN’S EDITOR .. . Martha Rose Manny

CHRISTMAS GIFTS FOR

THE COED
If you have a college girl on your Christmas list,
you are probably confronted with the problem of finding a gift for her. In the Main Street department
stores, we have found a few items, useful and other-

wise, to make your gift-giving easier.
The girl who is away at school will appreciate a
novelty in stationery. When she doesn’t have time to
write home for more money or delicacies for the mid-

night lunches, there is a clever little pad in which
she just checks off her desires. It also lists the latest
activities—dances, football games, week-end parties and

even exam time. It saves a lot of time, because a simple
little check will let Dad, Mom, Sis, and Little Willie

The campus-coed likes just-big-enough purses. A
three-sided zipper bag in saddle leather is just what
she will want. It will hold a change purse, pen, and

pencil, hankie, comb, lipstick, and compact. What
more will she need? It’s HERS for YOUR $1.95.
Here is a useful gift. To wear under her jacket in
place of a blouse, a dickey with extra long pointed
lapels. The neckline can also be buttoned for under-

sweater wear. Buy her more than one—they cost less
than a dollar.
If she likes snow (and IF you know her shoe size)

she'll crave a pair of snow boots that lace tight around
the ankles to keep the snow and cold air from “leaking
in.” They come in white and tan for only $2.50.

know that Betty Coed is making the most of higher
education. The cost is less than a dollar.

She’s not a typical coed if she doesn’t wear ankle
sox and mittens. They come in an angora matching
set in yellow, ligh blue, navy, pink, and white. Four
dollars and it’s hers.

Every girl likes new and different compacts. We
found a double compartment one divided by the
mirror. In one side is powder, in the other is lipstick
tissues, and on the opposite side of the mirror is a

perfume enclosed in such novel little cases as a velvet

In keeping with the holiday spirit, you can purchase
snowball, a Santa Claus boot, a bright red sateen bell,

and costs only one hundred pennies.

or a golden Christmas tree. Prices range from $1.50
to $3.95.

Speaking of pennies, you can buy hera calfskin
belt that holds shiny new coppers in place by cross-

Harmonizing make-up is a fashion must nowadays.
Match lipstick and nail polish in her shade for only
$1.50. She will love it—and you for giving it to her.

place for a picture of THE man in her life. It’s tricky

straps of the belt leather. It comes in red, green, brown,
wine, and black. She can carry her identification on a

calfskin belt which can be adjusted to fit her twentytwo inch waistline—if she has one. Both belts sell for
two dollars.
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For evening, a pair of capeskin mittens in a color or
white, will be just the thing for the holiday dances.

They're trimmed in bunny fur, too! $1.95 at your
favorite glove counter.

She can always use new sweaters, skirts and tailored
blouses. Sweaters are neater this year, and blouses are
more like boys’ shirts. Cotton blouses are a by-word,

WHAT ABOUT “HIM?”

too. The prices vary.

We hope we have helped you to find something for
every Betty Coed on your list. So—Christmas greetings

to all—and happy shopping.
—Bettry Bocarr.

Selecting a Christmas gift to please “Her” is a very

simple matter, but what about “Him?” Here are some
suggestions at random.

MERE WHIMSIES
(With due apologies to K. B.)
Ah, for the days when: all the women students
turned out for monthly get-togethers . . . assemblies
came during class hours . . . we played St. Mary’s . . .
gitls’ basketball was the hairpulling variety . . . there
weren't at least two important meetings held on the

Ties—well, that is if you really dare. As I remember
it all references to Christmas ties have not been very
flattering.

Socks—to determine size: play sleuth and measure
his footprints, add fourteen and divide by three and
there you have it!—or perhaps it would be better to

same day at 12:30... two girls were the limit to a

just guess.

Anthem.. . late street-cars were a good excuse. . . all
the girls knew all the rest of the girls.

Or you might knit something for him—I usually
skip over this, unless he is extremely good natured and

locker . . . everybody knew all the words of the

But how could we do without: our radio- phonograph . . . Miss O’Brien in the library . . . the caf at

3:30 p. m.... Lil Abner . . . the piano . . . Brother
Tom’s sense of humor . . . Dagwood. . . Friday night
. . . Saturday night . . . Sunday night . . . block D

sweaters ... roast beef sandwiches once a week in the
caf... freshies . . . migration day .. . homecoming...
the nickelodian . . . the Pershing sponsor . .. CABOS
. .. The Spirit Committee . . . the Monogram Club
show ... the band . . . candid camera enthusiasts . . .
the future flyers . . . the advanced military . . . the
homecoming queen and her attendants . . . the back
seat in the Oakwood buses.

Perhaps we could omit: the racket in the gym when
an assembly is in progress . . . profs who come to class

unprepared . . . eight-o’clocks . . . the line of people
between you and the food in the caf at noon . . . term
papers . . . profs who come to class nine and one-half

minutes after.

Though we get a kick out of: a strutting drummajor ...a U. D. audience being appreciative, not

critical . . . the chapel in the morning light . . . the
drum yell . . . God Bless America (still) . . dreaming
up ideas for a paper . . . shining hair in the page-boy

style . . . singing in the chapel . . . Brother Pete feeding the birds . . . the campus at night—in spring—
under snow. . . anything over a one yard run on the
gridiron.

— Morret Oswatp.

has an abundance of Christmas spirit.
Shirts—or do they seem much too practical to you,
too? Anyway the complexities of shirt sizes are, to say
the least, quite baffling.

Key chain, tie clip, cuff links or belt buckle—he
probably has dozens of these. But we wouldn’t like to
discourage you, and there is the possibility that he
will like it just because YOU gave it to him.
Muffler—If he doesn’t wear one, maybe he just
doesn’t like them; if he wears one, he has one and

probably doesn’t even want another one.
Or gloves, pipe, billfold . . . socks . . . or he might
like some ties. Oh, well I might as well break down and
admit the awful truth—I don’t know anything about

what to give a man for Christmas. I never have, and
what’s more, I’m afraid I can never hope to. Once I
did find a gift which had a universal appeal to boys of
four, fourteen and forty and all intermediate ages, but

unfortunately I found that electric trains were not
within my budget.
Since I have confessed my complete ignorance concerning this vital question, I had best make an im-

mediate exit in as graceful a manner as possible under
the circumstances—Merry Christmas!
M. R. M.
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(Continued from page four)

Half an hour later he returned. His eyes told the
story of a fruitless quest. But with a rapid gesture he

deftly slipped his cloak from his shoulders and held
it out.

The woman beamed her gratitude, took the garment,
and wrapped the Infant snugly in its warm folds. Then
turning to the man she held the Child momentarily
aloft and reverently laid It in the manger nearby.

Both fell to their knees and prayed in the silence of
an adoration mingled with love too deep for human

words. The animals nearby grew restless and stirred
uneasily, the bells about their necks tinkling in the
frosty night; soft voices floated from a distance into
the cave. Louder and louder the tinkling arose—and
louder still until it crescendoed to a CLANG!
“Daddy, daddy, look!” The voices now were shouts!
Mr. Brown stirred unevenly in his bed. He rubbed

his eyes. Things were unfamiliar to him. “What’s
that?” he cried.
“Oh, Jimmy, it’s you!

I must have been dream-

“Look at my fire engine, Daddy. Gee! Watch me
Clang!

“No, he needs it now. Besides it’s Christmas. They
have a new baby just like in the dream. I’m going
over right now! It won’t take me away long.” He

rose to leave.
“Should I prepare some food for you to take along?”

“No, I’ll write them a check when I get there.” He
snatched his coat and hat from the hall tree and stuffing the morning paper in his overcoat pocket, dashed
out the door. A twenty-minute ride at a speed that
invited judicial attention brought him before his employee’s modest bungalow. He mounted the wooden
stairs, stomped on the porch to announce his arrival

and pressed the button at the right. There was no
answer. He rang again. No answer. The bell was in

Clang!

Clang!”

He decided to rap. Still no reply. No one at home.
Perhaps they were out visiting relatives. No, Martin
had once told him that his relatives all lived in

ing,” he spoke half apologetically.
Clang!

“But you can take care of that later, can’t you

John?”

good condition; he could hear it from the outside.

“Look, Daddeee!”

go!

flatly. Told hima lie besides. There’s plenty of business; partly because we have men of his calibre. I
believe I ought to make that error good. I feel rotten.”

And off he

went, dashing madly through the house barely missing mother’s polished buffet and whizzing by so close
to Delilah, the colored cook, that she fell over a chair

and completely demolished the freshly-prepared bowl
of oatmeal in her haste to get out of the way.
All the children were at their toys. It was truly a

New York. Possibly they were—his musings were interrupted by a shrill voice from the neighboring

window.
“There’s no one living there any more,” said an
elderly woman, her head wrapped in a bath towl.
“Do you know where they've moved to?” Brown
asked.

happy Christmas and father and mother surveyed all

with the joy and satisfaction that only parents can
know. Now and then, however, Mr. Brown frowned

absently. That dream! It would not down. It bothered
him on the way to church, during church, after church.
At breakfast he did not even care for the morning
paper; something unheard of in the Brown household.
“Don’t you want the Journal-Post, John?” asked his
wife.
“Oh, I don’t know myself. No, not now. I'll read
it later. Had a funny dream last night; it keeps coming

back.”
“What about?”

“Oh, that Bethlehem thing that you read every year,
but my dream was different.”

“How so, dear?”
In a few phrases he described the dream and Martin

William’s request of the week before. “I refused him
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“Moved to? You oughta know. Aren’t you one 0’
them reporter fellers? Thought you was fer sure.
Didn’t you see the picture on the front page this
mornin’?” she nodded knowingly.
“On the front page? Why, I haven’t looked at any
paper yet.”

He jerked the Journal-Post from his pocket. With
nervous hands he fumbled it—and gasped. In the
center of page one with a three-column head was a
picture of Martin Williams and his family! Beneath
were the words:
“Santa Claus visits adults! Martin Williams, young
eighteen-dollar-a-week clerk, left yesterday with his
family for Newton, N. Y. after hearing he had in-

herited $40,000 from his uncle, Henry Williams.
When asked for a statement by the Journal-Post all

he could do was whistle.”

(Continued from page eleven)

of heavy artillery. It seemed that only some soul lost
in the depths of hell could be giving vent to his predicament with such unearthly cries.
“By George! Wot in the nyme of all that’s holy
might that be?”
“Hi see wot it is,” whispered Alf in an awed voice
as he peered over the edge of their refuge. “Look out
there on the barbed-wire. The poor devil! He’s ’aff>

crazed with fear. Blimee Hi would be too, with all

those shells burstin’ around me.”
“Aff a mo’! Tell you wot—Hi’ll just take my rifle
and put him out of his misery. Poor lad! Hi’d rather
that some one would do for me than ’ang out there
all dye if Hi was in ’is place.”
“You are not serious!” gasped the young Lieutenant
who was for the first time in a situation where the

“rule book” did tell him how to proceed. “It’s inhuman,” he stammered weakly.
“Led,” said Henry with the understanding of an
older man, “Hi know it’s hard for you to understan’,

but believe me it’s the only ’umane thing to do.”
“First I would crawl out and get him myself,” said

the Frenchman as he painfully struggled to his feet
and made himself ready to venture forth to No Man’s
Land.

“Spunky led,” whispered Alf with admiration in his
voice as he patted Rene affectionately on the shoulder.

with blinding force. Rene was thrown some ten feet.

When the dust and debris had settled, he slowly
looked over the edge of the shell hole.

Yes, that

soldier was still there. His cries were becoming louder,
giving evidence of the uncontrollable fear that pos-

sessed him. But where were Henry and Alf? Nowhere
could he discover a trace of them. He looked again
and again. Alas! He shook his head sadly and sank
down in despair against a side of the shell-made trench.
“Courage Rene,” counseled an inner voice. Then
of a sudden impulse he rushed over “the top” and
ran blindly for some twenty yards only to come to
an abrupt stop as a shell broke nearby on his left.
Inch by inch he crawled along—sometimes clawing
with his fingers and burrowing with his legs so that
he might go justa little faster. He had learned quickly
the lesson of prudence. Somewhere behind him a
machine-gun challenged his progress. Every foot was
bitterly contested. Now he-.could hear the whine of
machine-gun bullets near to his ears. A low, defiant
laugh passed his lips. Five yards ahead was an irregular rise in the ground that promised to afford him at

least temporary shelter while he had a chance to catch
his breath. Again that machine-gunner sought to arrest his progress. Lieut. Desnoyers stopped dead in
his tracks as the ground on all sides flew up to an
accompanying ta-ta-ta-ta—ta-ta-tat. He had now only

to pull himself around what turned out to be an
abandoned gun emplacement to reach comparative

safety. As he fell behind the emplacement, a biting
sensation coupled with a quick stiffening in both legs
proved that the machine-gunner whoever he might be,
was improving on his aim.

“You see we're just beginning to know you. Both

’"Enry and me would ’ate to lose you; so just duck
down a bit and we'll go out and bring you some company. Why, we'll be back ’fore you know it.”
“Righto! Let’s get it over with,” urged Henry as a
spasm of hysterical laughter that ended in a sob, convulsed the luckless soldier they were intent on res-

“My God!” groaned Rene, “here shall I die. I yet
have done nothing to serve my country. Never again
shall I see my beautiful France. No more shall I walk

and laugh with my old friends.” The blackness of despair had all but completely eclipsed his thoughts
when from some twenty yards ahead a weak, hollow
voice implored his aid.

cuing.
Once again the young Frenchman forgot his troubles
Rene peered over the crater’s edge to watch their

and though dazed, tried to review the situation. An

progress. Once or twice in the late afternoon’s light
he could see one of the two stumble and then scramble

attempt to arise sent flashes of pain through both legs.

to his feet. With each new outburst of firing, the
men would flatten themselves out on the ground, and
then cautiously proceed on their mission. Lieut. Des-

action (a possible third course—desertion, did not even
occur to the brave youth) (1) crawl over and cut
down the soldier; (2) end his life mercifully with a

noyers watched that pitiful figure snared upright on
the wire—it appeared so much like a scarecrow. He

judged the distance at seventy-five yards. Now Alf

He weighed in his mind the two possible courses of

_ well-aimed shot.

As in decision Rene raised and

sighted his revolver. Tighter his finger pressed against
the trigger. A cold sweat broke out on his forehead.

and Henry were but forty yards away. Now it was

thirty-five. ‘Then with a suddenness that left him
breathless, a terrific explosion shook the earth ahead

“IT can’t do it! No, I can’t do it,” savagely sobbed
Rene, overcome with emotion.
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His mind was made up. Painfully:
he began his
fight to travel “a mere twenty yards,” impeded by
two feet that were all but useless. By exerting all his

will power—sometimes when a man is physically exhausted, strength can be supplied by sheer determina-

tion he struggled onward. He had gone but a few
feet, yet both hands were badly swollen and bleeding
freely. Each rock, it appeared, seemed more intent on
inflicting a deeper gash on pulsing arms than the one
previous. At length he reached a point from which it
was almost possible to reach out and touch the soldier,
when a wave of unconsciousness slowly began to settle

him, he marvelled to see that here was but a blond,
blue-eyed lad in his teens. Then came total oblivion.

Rene awoke to find the young German soldier of
about eighteen that he had freed from the barbedwire entanglement, sitting nearby in a wheelchair,

imploring him not to die.
“He hasn’t left your side in the four days you’ve
been unconscious,” said a middle-aged nurse. “I’m
afraid that you won’t be able to get rid of him, now
that the crisis is over,” she added.

upon him. Desperately he tried to fight it off, and for a
brief moment he succeeded. He recalled taking a pair
of wire snippers that he carried, and freeing the soldier’s
right leg that was enmeshed in three strands of barbed-

Lieut. Desnoyers closed his eyes and sighed—
whether from deep feeling or exhaustion we will never
know. He began speaking as if completely oblivious
of his surroundings.

wire entanglement—the other leg had been torn away
by a piece of shrapnel. Sick at the sight, the Frenchman staggered uncertainly against a post and completed cutting the remaining wire that held the soldier

“To think that on Christmas day I despaired of ever
hearing a cheerful word, of ever seeing a friendly face,

captive. Just before a wave of nausea passed over

and now all about me are friends, even among the

enemy. Oh, My God! How blind I was!”

THE COMET
Out of the distant fields of light,
Like to the Christmas star,
Glides a comet, fiery-tailed,

Shining as that star which sailed
Over the fields afar,

Gilding a dark Judean night.
As to a restless, weary world

God sent His star of peace,
So across our sky He streams
This comet, clad in blazing beams.
Into our night this flaming fleece
God, as a warning, now has hurled.
—FRANcIS GRISEz.
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POTPOURRI
IF IT SNOWS ON CHRISTMAS

cry a hallo. Yes, Joe Moore’s boy knew or imagined

Fireside lore told in Mining Town of the numerous
calamities averted by a white Christmas. To the hill

dow. The men were quitting; no more did the farm
wagons come up the red mud road to barter corn or

that every finger in the valley was pointed at his win-

people, who drove their mine shafts miles along the

wheat for his father’s coal.

lay on the ground at Christmas-tide. To the farmers

sick. He had heard the old folks whispering that it was

black coal veins, a great cave-in was certain next year
with men trapped under tons of rock unless the snow
of the valley a drouth would turn the wheat next
year to dust and shrivel the green corn as it steamed
in the June sun unless the snow covered the fall plowing on Christmas. This was not superstition; merely
fireside tale, but to the people of Mining Town it was
lengendary and yet somehow real.
In the fall of the year "79 the “flu” came to the
people of Mining Town. Someone whispered it came
up from the damp mines—from the wading in black
water to drive the donkey carts along the dark tunnels.
Was not the first to have the “flu” a miner in Joe
Moore’s mine? And has not Joe Moore’s boy been
sick for months with a strange disease that even Doc
Einer could not cure? But from the mines echoed the
answer that it was the wheat—it had a strange color,

was crisp and shriveled.
But whatever caused the “flu” its victims were not
select. Today it was a farmer whose team dragged the

plow home in the evening when their teamster lay
dead on the new turned furrows. Tomorrow, it was

a mine worker who leaned for a moment on his pick
and then slipped dying to the wet mine floor. From
All Souls Day, that day the first miner died of the
“flu,” twenty-seven bodies had been blessed by the

pastor and buried hastily in the church yard.
A week before Christmas—Joe Moore’s boy still lay

‘

It was his fault, but he couldn’t help that he was
the weather that caused the “flu” —those foggy mornings and grey cold afternoons, if a person could only

see a little blue sky. A haggard man drove the shaggy,
dripping donkey past his window—. If it would only
be winter like it ought! It just had to snow on Christmas; Grandma told of the power of that snow—the
yule-tide snow.
Rumor went around the stricken village that Christ-

mas midnight mass would be celebrated despite the
“flu.” There would be surpliced choir boys near the
crib, and violins playing with the organ “Silent Night”

—even poinsettias from the city. The people would
laugh again as they came to church and little boys
would whisper slyly of the gifts they hadn’t yet
received.
Christmas came—and the first change of weather.
The water soaked trees growled under ice coatings and

the half frozen ground was harder than slate. Stars
cut through the thick clouds for the first time in days.
But there was no snow!
Since All Saints Day the pastor had not preached
to such a full church. But before the “Sanctus” bells
rang the congregation knew. What doesn’t a farming
community know? There were nine choir boys instead

of ten—beside not a single Moore was here for Christmas midnight mass! The pastor left hurriedly as soon
as mass was Over.

sick of a strange malady. His mother kept from him all

But there had been no snow. The little watcher at

hints of the epidemic; yet, with that acute perception

Joe Moore’s house had cautioned his mother to leave

of the sick, he could tell you the last one who had
received the priest’s blessing as he was lowered into the
ground aside the Church. He knew too, why the
miners no longer talked to him as they went into the

the shade up. So much depended on—but if it don’t
snow Christmas. The frail sentinel saw no white

shaft of his father’s mine, or why the donkey driver no

heaven.

longer stopped his mule on the way to the shute to

flakes meander from the starlit sky. He sobbed— and

they tell how it snowed for him that Christmas day in

—Martin McMurrtrey.
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SURFING IN HAWAII
Writer's Note: For any verification of details mentioned in this article, please consult Father Renneker.
Most probably a majority of the people here in the
United States do not have the slightest idea as to the
meaning of the term “surfing.” To begin with, it is

a form of aquatic sport enjoyed by those people who
are fortunate enough to reside near the sea, especially
’ where there is an abundance of reef formations along
the shoreline. This accounts for huge waves or
“breakers” as they are popularly known. Primarily,
surfing is nothing but simply “riding” the waves. It is

the writer’s purpose to give some information on this
wonderful sport as enjoyed on the world-famous beach
of Waikiki in Hawaii.

Presuming that most of you have, at least, seen
some pictures of this exciting pastime, I will not touch
on the minor details concerning the making of a
surf-board. After some weeks of tedious work, a

smooth, thoroughly varnished board is finally launched
into the cool, clear waters of Waikiki. The preliminary lessons are given in the proper handling and con-

ate objectives of a surfer is to become proficient enough
to be able to ride tandem with his favorite girl friend,
to enjoy what he terms “‘a perfect day” at the beach.

Perhaps this may sound a bit surfy, but it is true
that some Hawaiians makea living teaching this enjoyable pastime. Their pupils are-usually tourists who
visit the lovely islands each year. Most tourists are
ardent participants and usully excel some of the native
Hawaiians after several lessons.
To those who have no surf board, the ocean offers

a pastime equally enjoyable. This is called “body-|
surfing.” It is but a diversion from surf-board riding.
The power of the waves is so great that it is capable of
pushing an individual at a great rate of speed for a dis-

tance of about one hundred and twenty-five yards. The
assertion that the thrill of a lifetime can be experienced by justa single ride like this is not exaggeration
in the least. Body surfing occupied a great deal of
Johnny Weissmuller’s time while he was there recently.
In Hawaii, as our noted visitors will testify, surfing is
but a small part of the numerous pleasures and charms
so typical of the beautiful “Paradise of the Pacific.”

trol of the board. This skill is acquired by constant
practice in riding the smaller waves or “second break-

ers” which are about one hundred yards off-shore. To
give the necessary forward momentum to the board.

the beginner must start paddling with both arms
when the oncoming wave is about five yards away.

After a tense moment of physical exertion and mental
excitement, the unforgettable sensation of literally
“riding” the wave is experienced when the board is
pushed along by a powerful invisible force at a rate

of about twenty miles per hour. The ride terminates
when the power of the wave diminishes as it nears
shore.

—VINCENT YANO.
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MAIN STREET IN CHRISTMAS
SEASON
One need not travel afar during the holiday season
to see evidence of festivity and spirit. Every hamlet .
and city alike are bedecked with startling similarity.
Main street in Waterville is Broadway in New York.
Both are only links in a vast chain stretching the
breadth and length of the National-Main Street,
U.S. As

As one graduates from the ranks of novice surfers, he

then tries a hand at riding the larger waves or “first
breakers,” some of which are thirty to forty feet high.
Not until he has mastered these monstrous waves can

he really consider himself an experienced surfer and
join the ranks of the so-called “old timers.” The principal difference in riding these huge waves lies in the

much greater power and consequently greater speed,
thirty-five miles per hour, of the “first breakers.”

This added power makes for a much more stable board
and allows considerable movement on the board
without affecting the balance in the least. It is not an
uncommon sight, therefore, to witness seemingly difficult acrobatic stunts performed on the surf-board.

In Waterville, sprigs of evergreen decorate the
lamposts, and colored bulbs bring out the holiday
colors, but they express the nation’s thoughts just as

eloquently as the multi-colored neon signs and elaborate notices of the metropolis. Everywhere it’s the
same: people gaze rapturously at the shop windows,

and passersby greet one another with a cheery salutation. Even cold hearts skip a beat once in a while
when the full significance of Christmas strikes them.
Once again this year Santa Claus promises to satify
the children’s wishes; the mile o’ dimes increases
daily; bustling crowds try hard to conceal their eager-

ness, and lights and wreaths let us know it’s Christmas
If the size of the board is large enough to warrant
it, two persons can ride as comfortably as one. This is

called tandem surfing. Incidentally, one of the immediPage twenty

time on Main Street, U.S. A.
—Rosert F. SEITEr.

CHRISTMAS CHEER

MOTHERS AND MEALS
This article is written with the hope of giving mental
and physical aid to the mothers throughout the world.
First, I should like to direct several questions to all
mothers, namely—“Do you have trouble getting your
family to come to meals when you call? Do the children always have just one more inning to play? Does
father always have one more article in the paper to
read? Must you worry about the food getting cold?
Must you ruin your voice and lose your temper twice
a day?”
Mothers, if you answer “yes” to these questions,

then this be not in vain. I have spent the best years of
my life in studying many such cases of “Mothers and
Meals.” I have delved deeply into the why’s and
wherefore’s of this unfortunate condition, and, as a

result, I have learned the causes, and—I hope. and pray
—the measures necessary to blot out this terrible

offense.

Sister sighed. It had been a strenuous day traveling

from one house to another with the heavy baskets.
But what did a little tiredness matter if many hearts
were made gay by a full basket on Christmas day.
There was old Mrs. Jones who just smiled her thanks
when she had received her gift. But hadn’t the others
appreciated it also.
Old Pete Murphy just said, “Sure Sister, ’twill be
the last basket I'll be gettin’ from you. Me job looks
steady and I’ll be lookin’ after me own from now on—
may God bless ye.” That was just like Pete—take
until you could help yourself and thank others for
what they had done for you; which proved that his

heart was in the right place.
But what had happened to the widow woman this
year! Her sudden outburst of “you bring things just
so you can spy on me” had startled Sister so that she
forgot to leave the basket. Well, she would get her
basket just the same.

My survey shows a multitude of reasons for belated
appearances at the meal table; however, here we shall
deal only with the two most important ones. The first
is the dislike of certain foods to be served—this cause

is especially characteristic of children who are very
particular and fussy. They always complain about there
not being enough of “this” in “that,” or too much of
“those” on “these.” Children must be attracted—they
must have some reward for promptness at meals.
Should meals begin with something which the children
really like—ah, they would never be late. Do you follow
me, mothers?
Another very important reason for tardiness at meal

time is “no appetite.” This lack of hunger at the proper

Then there was the Spumoni “gang.” Gang was

right—all sixteen of them. When their eager hands
disappeared into the unknown depths of the basket
and reappeared each holding an apple it was a
familiar sight to behold. It happened every year.
Many of these things had happened before. But still
there was the new family affair. It came about in this
way. The family had moved into Poverty Row about
three weeks before Christmas. Sister soon found out
that they would provide another case for Christmas
donations. So a basket was prepared. The truck driver
wanted to carry the basket to the house but Sister

waved him aside. “This will give me a chance to get
acquainted,” she mused to herself.

time is caused by “in-between-meal” snacks—raiding

the pantry and the ice box when mother is resting.
And now, my dear mothers, we come to the cure—

to the means of prevention of this deplorable state.
By the simple process of deduction, I have come to the
conclusion that with some kind of drawing power, the
end desired could be attained. Hence, I set forth my
plan—serve the dessert first! By so doing the children

would never be late for fear of missing what they
wanted most; then too, the dessert would serve as a

sort of appetizer for the whole family. And so, mothers,
take the word of one who knows—serve the dessert
first—and live happily ever after.
—FrRancis SCHNURR.

“Hey mom,” rang out a piping voice from the interior of the house, “do you remember that man we
saw all dressed in red and you told me was Mr. Santa

Claus?”
“Yes dear,” came back the reply in a high-pitched
feminine voice.

“Well,” continued the piping voice, “there’s a lady
all dressed in black coming up to the front door. Is she
Mrs. Santa Claus?”
Sister sighed. It had been a hard day traveling from

one house to another with the heavy baskets, But
many hearts were gay and the echo found room in
her own heart.

BERNARD FOSTER.
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THE PECULIAR MR. PHILLIPS
Outside of the little village of Bethelville, stood the
small cottage of Mr. Phillips. The afternoon sun
sparkled on the snow-ladened roof, and smoke rose
merrily out of its chimney. The solitude of the place
was a striking contrast to the usual American scene
of the country, since it had no barn or smoke house,
just a narrow drive winding up the hill and finding

its way to the front door. Some people about the
county said Mr. Phillips wasa little “teched,” because

queen, just like death took another queen from me

twenty years ago to this day.” The parson for the first
time noticed the man’s eyes were filled with tears.

Thinking that Phillips was finally going to tell the story
which the village had waited so long to hear, he settled
back and let him continue.
“I gave everything to please her, yet it still didn’t
seem like enough,” said the old man, as he pushed the
table away and sank deeper into his easy chair. “How

he never associated with the rest of the folks, but then

happy I was when we would take those long walks
through the woods, and return for a warm supper. How

moved there about twenty years back, bought the land,

every night when I had finished my day’s work. We

no one knew much about him, except that he had

and built his home. Eyeryone had his suspicions on

how he made his money but none could be proven so
they naturally avoided the place as much as possible.

At the Bethelville Community Church meeting two

days before Christmas, it was decided that the parish-

nice it was to know that she was at home to greet me
used to go out a lot, you know, visiting and things.
But I don’t know, after she died I sort of wanted to
be alone. Since I’ve moved up here, I never go out,
no one could ever replace her.”
The parson was flabbergasted. “You mean,” he de-

oners would start a drive in spreading cheer about the
county during the holidays, and Mr. Phillips was

manded, “that you don’t even go out to visit her
grave?” The old man nodded. Parson Barrington saw

it was decided that Parson Barrington would visit the
old man on Christmas day and spend a few hours
with him.

Phillips, I don’t want to preach to you, but we are

taken into consideration. After many pros and cons

*

*

&

After the parson had finished his Christmas dinner
he got into his car and was on his way. Almost every

curtain on Main street parted as he drove by. Some

citizens were so bold as to walk out to the street and
watch the car as it made its way to the outskirts of the
village and up the hill.
To Reverend Barrington’s surprise he was greeted
quite warmly by Mr. Phillips, who ushered him into

the small livingroom and invited him to warm his

hands before the open fireplace while he put away his

coat. After the wine was served and a proper toast
made to fit the occasion, Mr. Phillips brought out a

that it was his duty to do something about the situa-

tion. Rising to his feet he turned to his host. “Mr.
going to her grave. Don’t you see? It’s Christmas!”
Phillips stood up and shrugged his shoulders. “Very

well,” he said wearily, and they walked to the hall to
get their coats.
With the reverend’s chauffeuring and Mr. Phillips
directing, the small coupe traveled over a hundred
miles on slick icy pavements. Finally as the sun was
about to set Phillips sat up. “Slow down parson, that’s

it right up ahead. The parson looked and turned to
Phillips in surprise. “Do you mean that field up there?”
Phillips nodded. Shaking his head in disgust he
pulled the car over to the side of the road. “You lead
the way,” suggested the parson as he opened the door.
After trudging through five or six hundred yards of

chess board and set it up before the fire.

snow the pair came to a stop. Mr. Phillips reached
down and cleared the snow from the grave. The

Sometimes the pair almost looked as though they
were asleep. Neither one said a word as they sat there,
studying each play for a length of time before making
a move. It looked like the New Year’s baby trying to
win over father time. After two hours of such playing
the parson shoved his pawn forward and took his
opponent’s queen. The old man didn’t say a word,

reverend strained his eyes for some kind of marking
but none could be found. The ordinarily quiet parson
felt his blood start to boil. His face red with rage, he

grabbed the old man by his coat lapels and asked in a
low vibrating voice: “Do you mean to tell me that
you buried your wife in this corn field without a marking or anything?” Phillips looked up in surprise.

he just sat there looking at the board. ‘The parson,
thinking he was asleep broke the silence. “I took your

“Wife? Man, I was talking about Queen, my dog!”

queen sir.” The old man stirred, “Yes, you took my

—JACK QUATMAN.
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Book Reviews
TOO MUCH COLLEGE

Mr. Leacock doesn’t condemn these activities com-

pletely, but he says it would be all right if the student

By StepHEN LEACOCK

would follow one of these and at the same time take

Dodd, Mead & Company

into consideration his school-work. He follows then

Perhaps the very title of this book will, by itself,
attract a good many earnest sympathizers who will
say, “at last here is a man who understands our sor-

with this remark that, “if education is eating-up life,
it is likewise possible that activity is eating-up education.”

rowful plight.” The views stated here are the personal

“Too Much College” is not the subject matter of the

views of an experienced educator, and being personal
they are not the last words on the question.

255 pages that make-up the book, but approximately

The main idea permeating this work may be summed
up thus, that “education is eating-up life.” In other
words, people are spending too much time in school
and have not enough time for the rest of their life. In
fact, so much time is used up in school that, “at thirty
they are just beginning, ten years too late. They can’t
marry till it’s ten years too late; they have children
ten years too late, and die ten years too early.” Professor Leacock makes mention in contrast to his previous
statement that in the old days, after grade school “two
years in a saw-mill and two at a medical made them

doctors.”
That education may not take so much of the peoples’
time, our author advocates a shortening of the college
curriculum. To show how this can be done, he discusses

in

turn

the

individual

subjects,

such

as,

psychology, mathematics, economics, French, Latin,

and others, and then gives suggestions how these
courses may be shortened and how they may be
improved.

two-thirds of it. The other third consists of essays,

stories, and an epilogue on fishing which the author

inserted as a lump of sugar in order to leave a good
taste in the reader’s mouth.
—Louis J. Natu.
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YOUR CAREER IN BUSINESS
By Watrter Hovinc
Duell, Sloan & Pearce

Mr. Hoving is only 42 years old. He is president
of one of the largest department stores in New York
City. He is one of the more dynamic and colorful of
the many dynamic and colorful characters on our national scene. It is not surprising therefore that his
book on jobs should be dynamic.

His book can be described as a practical guide on
how to prepare for a job in business; how to get your
job; and how to keep it. It is unique in that it is

down to earth; it is realistic; it is challenging. Mr.
Hoving is one of those who never pulls punches.
The book reflects the practices which have made

Towards the end of the book, there is a chapter
bearing the title, “Rah, Rah, College.” In these ten

him an executive. For the most part, he recommends
the old-fashioned virtues of carefulness, self-control,
resourcefulness.

or so pages, Leacock writes with his characteristic pep
and humour on the ridiculous activities that are finding
place in the colleges. He comments on a few of these,

“It is difficult to fill the big jobs satisfactorily,” says
Mr. Hoving. “You can take my word for it that there

such as the Poultry Club and the Dairy Club, which
he says, “sound as warm and friendly as a barnyard,

are more opportunities, really big opportunities than

but are offset by a Cosmopolitan Club that wouldn’t
know a cow from an antelope.” The Cercle Francais

We can say that this book is an accumulation of
the practical knowledge on how to get a good job in

to talk real French, the Deutscher Bund to eat pretzels,
the Pep Club with its offshoot the “Green Peppers,”

business. It’s worth for the average college student
ought to be obvious. It has been called an inspiration

are some of the others mentioned.

for those contemplating a business career.

there are men to take advantage of them.”
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TO THE TEAM
Let us give a rousing handout
To our game and gallant boys,
Who have given all that’s in them
Just to bring us football joys.
They have shown courageous spirit
Ona brilliant comeback trail;

They have smothered opposition
When the odds had said they’d fail.

Only once a week we saw them
As they played the scheduled game,
But the daily grind of practice

Had its schedule just the same.
Since the ’40 season’s over
Leaving memories so bright,
Don’t forget the boys who for us
Carried on the winning fight.
Once again we'll raise our voices
Just to give them praises due,
They have brought a brilliant season
Home to roost at Dayton U.
—EvuGENE KERSTING.

FOR SHOE REPAIR
With

Gruen Watch Headquarters
Telephone AD 7311

RAAB’S CLOTHES
38 NORTH MAIN ST.

It’s

A. ELLMAN & CO.

Quality ThatMakes

Modern Shoe Repair

Fine Jewelry

Friends

Shop

9-17 Third Street Arcade

SERVICE THAT KEEPS

DAYTON

FRIENDS

SPEED PLUS
SATISFACTION

1214 BROWN STREET

%

Around the corner from the school
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WE FIT EVERY MEMBER
OF THE FAMILY

JOHN B.

RODERER
SHOE STORES
807 Brown Street
812 Xenia Ave.
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Greatest Name In
Refrigeration
LUM WILSON

Senior Class President, Alpha
Chi Sigma, Tau Beta Pi

EFFICIENCY COUNTS IN LABORATORY
AND FOR FAST COMMUNICATION
ECHNICAL students, like LumWilson

[2 Case School of Applied Science
at Cleveland, know the value of time-

saving instruments. That’s why they use

long distance to get in touch with their
out-of-town friends or relatives quickly

In addition to the world-famous
Frigidaire Household Refrigerator
with the Meter-Miser, the Frigid-

aire Division of General Motors
also manufactures Electric Ranges,
Electric Water Heaters; a complete line of office and industrial
water coolers; commercial refrigeration equipment for stores, hotels,
hospitals, taverns, markets, restaurants, florists, etc.; ice cream cabinets, milk coolers, beverage coolers,
frosted food merchandisers; portable air conditioners, and equipment for air conditioning any size
space from a single room to an
entire building. Every Frigidaire
product is outstanding for economical performance and quality
construction.

See Your Nearest Frigidaire
Dealer

and inexpensively.

From your campus you can talk three

minutes to the farthest point in Ohio
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station-to-station rates. And calls home

CHARLES R. BROWN, 0.D.
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